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note:
  This is basically the Intro and the verse ..but there is a trick to it. When
playing the D string at the 12th fret it is important to use harminics, by
just lightly placing your finger over the 12th fret. This is the same with the
slide from the 5th to 12th fret, just lighty touching the sting, as you slide
up, picking really fast. This is how Grahem gets that synthesizer effect.
oh yeh, just play the open string normaly as you would.

  O.K the rest of it is really simple, with the chorus you can use either open
or power chords

CHORUS
D            A
Here comes a low (I m a boy and you re a girl)

G            A
Here comes a high  (The only ones in the world)

D/F#       G
Here comes everything (You and me we ll work it out)

        A
Here it comes

                       D
You, me, we ll work it out

OK , thats it, pretty simple? any flames, comments or you want to talk about
Blur, Oasis, Verve, Radiohead or the Clash, just mail me. Thanks. i hope you are
ok.

Shareef don t like it....Rock the Casbah...... Rock the Casbah-THE CLASH

OK here are the lyrics:

Verse 1



It s automatic               (It s automatic)
I need to unload             (Need to unload)
Under the pressure           (Under the pressure)
Go middle of the road        (Middle of the road)
Fall into fashion            (Fall into fashion)
Fall out again               (Fall out again)
We stick together            (We stick together)
Cos it never ends            (It never ends)

Chorus
Here comes a low             (I m a boy and you re a girl)
Here comes a high            (The only ones in the world)
Here comes everything        (You and me we ll work it out)
Here it comes
You, me, we ll work it out

Verse 2
Here comes tomorrow          (Here comes tomorrow)
One, two, three episodes     (Three episodes)
We stick together            (We stick together)
Go middle of the road        (Middle of the road)
Cos that s entertainment     (That s entertainment)
It s the sound of the wheel  (Sound of the wheel)
It rolls on forever  (Roll, roll forever)
Yeah you know how it feels (Know how it feels)

Chorus:last
Here comes a low (I m a boy and you re a girl)
Here comes a high (The only ones in the world)
Here comes everything (You and me we ll work it out)
Here it comes (We are members of the human race)
Here comes a low (I m a boy and you re a girl)
Here comes a high (The only ones in the world)
Here comes everything (You and me we ll work it out)
Here it comes
You, me, we ll work it out


